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ABSTRACT

Do creative ad executions like large ad sizes and intrusive ad formats that enhance communication outcomes and clickthroughs immediately after ad exposure persist over time? In examining this question, we focus on the role of advertisement size (large vs. small) and ad exposure format (intrusive vs. voluntary) on immediate and delayed brand recall, ad recognition and brand attitude in web-based media. Voluntary exposure ad formats like banners and text ads are more likely to be cognitively avoided since it is an automatic, subconscious process that occurs in parallel with the browsing activity and does not require any behavioral action by the consumer. Intrusive ad formats like pop-ups that interrupt browsing activity and demand immediate response are more likely to be physically avoided by closing them. Prior research on preattentive processing and endurance of implicit/explicit memory and memory for subgoals supports our findings that gains from using intrusive ads accrue when ad sizes are small and negative impact of intrusiveness decay over time.
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1. Introduction

Research on effectiveness of ad exposure has largely focused on memory and behavioral (clickthrough) outcomes measured immediately after exposure to target ad(s). In such situations, the ad is very salient, memory traces of the ad are very accessible, and impact on communication outcomes and attitudinal measures are strong [Chattopadhyay & Nedungadi 1992]. In reality, there is generally a delay between ad exposure and product search, choice or purchase, hence ad-evoked memory outcomes and attitudes must endure over time if they are to influence behavior. The need to generate memorable ad exposures is especially acute in for websites and e-retailers due to low switching costs compared to their offline counterparts [Mu & Galletta 2007]. Prior research indicates that attitude persistence, memory for the ad, its context and communication outcomes persist when ads are elaborately and systematically processed under high message involvement. However, most ad processing is under low-involvement conditions [MacInnis et al.1991] and ad avoidance is the norm rather than an exception. Therefore, examining how ad-evoked attitudes and communication outcomes persist over time under low involvement and ad avoidance is an important research goal.

Published research in television advertising has extensively studied the impact of ad processing on memory and attitude persistence. While researchers have investigated persistence of communication outcomes under low involvement for television advertising, the impact of cognitive or physical (zipping or zapping) ad avoidance on long-term impact of ad exposure has been largely unexplored. This issue takes on additional importance in the web medium where ads differ in how they are delivered (co-exist with or interrupt browsing) and ad avoidance is the default action compared to television viewing where consumer need to take action in order to zap or zip ads. Little is known about the persistence of memory-based communication outcomes and attitudes generated by ads in the web medium. Specifically, advertisers want to know if consumers who don’t click when exposed to their online ad will recognize or recall the ad or the advertised brand in future and visit the advertiser’s web site directly when the product category need arises. Can these memory-based post-impression conversions (or view-throughs) be attributed to earlier ad exposures? This can provide an alternative justification for continued ad placements at the media vehicle despite low clickthrough rates observed immediately after ad exposure.

This research investigates immediate and delayed consequences of ad exposure in the web medium as a function of ad exposure format (voluntary vs. intrusive) and the size of ad stimulus (large or small). In the next section we discuss prior research on impact of cognitive and physical ad avoidance on communication outcomes.
Next we discuss consumer interactions with voluntary exposure ads that co-exist with media content and intrusive exposure ads that interrupt consumers’ consumption of media content to demand immediate response and specify hypotheses. We test our hypotheses in an experiment and conclude by identifying ad execution features that induce implicit processing of advertising stimuli in busy media environments that advertisers can use to increase the value of their online advertising investments.

2. **Ad Avoidance and Memory**

Most consumers attend to media for the purposes of consuming content, hence conscious processing of ads is constrained in actual media consumption environments [MacInnis et al. 1991]. The ubiquity and enormity of ad clutter leads to cognitive or physical avoidance of ad stimuli [Burke & Srull 1988]. Cognitive ad avoidance occurs subconsciously when consumers avoiding fixating on ads in their visual field. Physical ad avoidance occurs when consumers consciously use mechanical devices to avoid ads (zapping ads on TV, closing pop-up ads on Web or throwing away print advertising supplements). The impact of ad avoidance on communication outcomes of ad exposure vary based on whether an ad was cognitively or physically avoided.

Cognitive ad avoidance is an automatic process and involves visual screening out of ad stimuli embedded within content and does not need any conscious decision or behavioral action by the consumer. It is manifested through “memory without perception”, i.e., the presence of implicit memory but absence of explicit memory. Prior research in preattentive processing suggests that cognitively avoided ads are incidentally processed. They can generate preference, induce consideration and choice behavior without any memory of the ad exposure [Janiszewski 1998]. The lack of explicit memory implies that memory-based communication outcomes are inferior to ads that are elaborately processed, but little is known about their persistence over time.

In contrast, physical ad avoidance is a result of a conscious decision by the consumer to avoid ads and leads to varying degrees of psychological reactance [Brehm & Brehm 1981]. Most research on ad avoidance has considered physical ad avoidance of TV ads (zapping) since it can be tracked, however findings differ. One theory suggests that the heightened attention to the ad in order to avoid it (e.g., zap ads on TV) results in explicit memory and better recall compared to non-zapped (and possibly cognitively avoided) ads [Greene 1988]. Zufryden et al. [1993] find that zapped commercials are more effective than non-zapped in their impact on purchase behavior. Others suggest zappers view the ad partially, if at all and find that non-zappers recall more of the brands advertised compared to zappers [Tse & Lee 2001]. Further cognitive resources during heightened attention are devoted to the ad avoidance task rather than the ad information and hence ad information may be preattentively processed leading to implicit memory traces.

Table 1: Research findings on ad avoidance and memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Avoidance</th>
<th>Avoidance Decision Mechanism</th>
<th>Info Processing</th>
<th>Immediate (Tested) Memory &amp; Attitude Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive</td>
<td>Automatic/Unconscious</td>
<td>Incidental/Preattentive</td>
<td>Implicit memory &amp; neutral/positive attitude for ad &amp; brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychological Reactance [Brehm &amp; Brehm 1981] or loss of freedom leading to (i) or (ii) below</td>
<td>Negative ad and brand attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Deliberate/Conscious</td>
<td>(i.) Heightened attention to ad [Greene 1988; Zufryden et al. 1993]</td>
<td>Explicit memory for ad &amp; brand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(ii.) Heightened attention to avoidance task [Tse &amp; Lee 2001]</td>
<td>Implicit memory &amp; neutral/positive attitude for ad &amp; brand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research suggests that consumers are more likely to engage in cognitive ad avoidance compared to physical ad avoidance since it is a subconscious process and does not require the consumer to deviate from original goals. Consumers will engage in physical ad avoidance when cognitive ad avoidance is not possible or when the consumer is actively trying to avoid ads. Research on the broadcast media, typically assumes that ads and program content typically do not share the same visual (tv) or aural (radio) field. In contrast, web ads may share the same visual field with content as in print media (e.g. voluntary exposure ads like banners, search-based text ads) or may not share the
visual field (based on size of the ad stimulus) by interrupting content consumption (e.g., intrusive exposure ads like pop-ups). Hence the consequences of ad avoidance for different ad exposure formats and size of ad stimuli warrant serious investigation.

3. Consumer Processing of Online Ads and Hypotheses

Ads displayed on web pages seek to divert consumers’ attention from their browsing goals to process ad information. Consumer interaction with online ads comprises of a hierarchy of stages starting with preattention, attention and click decision [Chatterjee 2001]. Under conditions of high involvement or personal relevance in the advertised brand or category consumers will have higher motivation, ability and opportunity (MAO) to attend, centrally process and click on ads to elaborate on information in target ad pages [Cho 1999] leading to enduring memory and communication outcomes.

In natural browsing contexts, voluntary exposure ad formats like banner ads and text ads have to compete for consumers’ attention with editorial content on web pages (and possibly with other embedded ads). Attention is singularly focused towards achieving navigational goals [Janiszewski 1998], most consumers avoid fixating on banner ads either because they lie in the periphery of the visual field or cognitively avoid them. Dreze and Hussherr [2003] suggest that eyes have been subconsciously trained to avoid banner ads, leading to “banner blindness” or non-perception of banner ads. If consumers perceive ads, in low involvement conditions peripheral cues like ad size may induce consumers to attend to and click on the ad [Cho 1999].

Advertisers are increasingly using intrusive ad formats like pop-up ads (see others at www.iab.net/standards/richmedia.asp) that cannot be cognitively avoided to ensure exposure to ad stimuli. Pop-up ads interrupt the consumers’ current browsing task by opening in the foreground of the web page often blocking parts of the page that the consumer wishes to see. They compel the viewer to respond immediately either by clicking to visit advertiser site (process ad information) or physically avoid by clicking to close the pop-up ad in order to resume the original activity. Ad processing moves beyond preattention due to interruption in intrusive exposure formats, exposure and attention to pop-ups is guaranteed even when consumers want to physically avoid them since they have to look at the ads to click close.

Prior research suggests that popup ads yield a significantly higher level of ad perception, a significantly higher clickthrough rate, and higher purchase intention compared to banner ads [Cho et al.2001; Diao & Sundar 2004]. Given extensive prior research on immediate communication outcomes for pop-up vs. banner ads we do not specify any hypotheses but test them. Instead we discuss communication outcomes measured at a delay.

3.1. Impact on Delayed Recall and Recognition Measures

Prior research has demonstrated the immediately after exposure to an advertisement, both the ad and brand are fresh in the consumer’s memory, hence explicit memory-based measures like recall and recognition are likely to be higher and there is direct transfer of affect from the ad to the brand. After a delay, memory for the ad declines faster than that of the brand [Moore & Hutchinson 1983], recall and recognition measures will be lower, with recall lower than that of recognition since memory of the ad is not needed for recognition to occur [Chattopadhyay & Nedungadi 1992]. Hence immediate processing has a bearing on delayed measures.

3.1.1. Ad Exposure Format (Focus of Attention)

Voluntary exposure ad stimuli (like banner ads) are preattentively processed. It involves a subconscious feature-based mental representation of the ad stimulus that makes subsequent perception of the stimulus easier (i.e., fluent) in a stimulus-based recognition task without recall of brand name. However in delayed conditions ad stimuli memory (and hence familiarity) will decay fast leading to significantly lower (delayed) recognition score. Since memory traces for ad information in preattentive processing are too weak to be retrievable during a direct search of memory, consumers may not recall being exposed to the advertised brand immediately after ad exposure, or at a delay.

The “heightened attention” hypotheses would suggest that higher cognitive resources available to pop-up ads to physically avoid or click on them will lead to superior immediate recall and recognition scores which are more likely to endure over time compared to preattentive processes. On the other hand, if attention is devoted to avoiding pop-up ads that have interrupted browsing tasks, brand information on pop-up ads will also be preattentively processed and hence not significantly different from banner ads. If both the effects co-exist, delayed recall and recognition will still be higher (if not significant) than that of banner ads.

H1: Pop-up ads will have significantly higher delayed (a.) recall and (b.) recognition measures than banner ads.

3.1.2. Size of Ad Stimulus (Amount of Attention)

Prior research has established the role of ad size in improving memorization in print media [Naccarato & Neuendorf 1998], however results have been mixed in the context of web banner ads. Dreze and Hussherr [2003]
and Chhtourou and Chandon [2000] did not find any effects of size on memorization, but Cho [1999] and Chandon et al. [2003] found that banner size has a favorable impact on click intention. They did not test hypotheses for memory or clickthrough, hence we suggest hypotheses for both immediate and delayed measures.

Large banner and pop-up ads occupy more screen space and are more difficult to cognitively avoid compared to small ads. If preattentively processed they have a better chance of attracting attention, more feature-based memory traces of the ad stimuli, higher familiarity and recognition than small ads. Under low-involvement conditions ad size acts as a peripheral cue to induce increased attention to the ad. Large ad sizes facilitate increased message elaboration compared to small ads in high involvement conditions. In impoverished media environments, small pop-up ads can be as easily avoided as small banner ads and preattentively processed. Since they block a smaller portion of the underlying page, physically closing the small pop-up can be deferred and they are less likely to generate explicit memory of the advertised brand. We expect the immediate communication effects to decay over time for both large and small ads, but there is no documented research that indicates communication effects of large ads will decay faster or slower than that of small ads. Since large ads lead to stronger memory traces immediately after ad exposure and decay at the same rate as small ads,

\[ H2: \text{Large ad sizes will have significantly higher delayed (a.) recall and (b.) recognition compared to small ad sizes.} \]

We do not expect immediate and delayed recognition scores to differ for large banner and pop-up ads since both will be difficult to avoid, so we do not propose any hypotheses. Visual scanning of large pop-up to close and resume browsing is more likely to lead to processing of ad information and higher immediate and delayed recall scores compared to banner ads that do not require interaction. Both it is easy to avoid small pop-up and banner ads, however visual scanning of small pop-up ads to close is more likely to lead to perception and higher immediate and delayed recognition measures compared to banner ads. The lack of explicit memory during preattentive processing for small pop-up and banner ads imply no differences in recall measures. Hence,

\[ H3: \text{Large pop-up ads will have higher (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed recall scores compared to large banner ads.} \]

\[ H4: \text{Small pop-up ads will have higher (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed recognition scores compared to small banner ads.} \]

3.2. Impact on Brand Attitude

3.2.1. Ad Exposure Format

Conventional wisdom holds that conscious processing of ads is necessary for ads to impact consumers’ preferences. However, research in low involvement and unconscious processing [Shapiro et al. 1997] suggests that consumers may not recall having seen the preattentively processed banner ad stimulus before yet find it familiar. In the absence of explicit memory of the exposure context that could explain the familiarity the consumer will misattribute the familiarity as preference for the brand [Janiszewski 1998]. This can lead to changes in judgments or increased liking for the advertised brand as proposed by the mere exposure theory [Zajonc 1968]. In contrast, when consumers attend to ads immediate attitudinal measures depend on ad-induced feelings and cognitive thoughts generated by the ad copy. Stimuli that hinder satisfaction of immediate goals are labeled as displeasing [Chandon et al. 2003]. Hence interruption in browsing activity by pop-up ads can result in negative response such ad avoidance as feelings of irritation towards the ad stimulus [Li et al. 2002; Edwards et al. 2002] and lower brand attitudes compared to banner ads.

Chattopadhyay and Nedungadi [1992] found that under low-involvement conditions ad attitudes formed in response to peripheral characteristics (to attract attention) may favor immediate evaluations but may decay more quickly over time compared to brand attitudes that are relatively more stable and decay slowly. When there is a delay between ad exposure and measurement, the misattributed familiarity effect due to perceptual fluency of banner ad will decay as feature processed memory traces become weak, leading to lower brand attitudes in delayed condition.

Research on memory and attitude persistence in attentive and systematic processing encoding situations suggests that inferences based on the familiarity-based sleeper effect [Moore & Hutchinson 1985] can be used to explain the impact on advertisement recall, recognition, ad and brand attitudes. Hence the negative impact of exposure context due to intrusiveness will decay faster than brand attitude. Further the brand may seem familiar even though the context (the ad or source that caused familiarity) may not be recallable. Hence evaluation of a brand will be based on familiarity rather than consideration of the ad context. Over time, consumers will have more positive attitudes toward brands they remember, regardless of whether they initially liked the ads or not. Hence,

\[ H5: \text{Popup ads will be associated with (a.) lower brand attitude immediately after ad exposure and (b.) higher brand attitude after a delay compared to banner ads.} \]
3.2.2. Size of Ad Stimulus

Mere exposure and perceptual fluency-misattribution theory suggests that increased perceptual fluency will be misattributed to increased familiarity associated with large banner ads and lead to more favorable brand attitudes compared to small banner ads [Janiszewski 1998]. However the same pattern does not hold true for pop-up ads, hence we do not specify a main effect for ad size on brand attitude.

Trafton et al.’s [2003] memory model suggests that when a consumer is unexpectedly interrupted it helps to have the primary-task display perceptually available, to allow retrieval cues to be quickly accessed and accurately encoded, i.e., have the opportunity to “prepare to resume.” Large pop ads block out larger portions of underlying web page making it perceptually unavailable at least temporarily, thus preventing consumers from engaging in preparatory processing and encoding retrieval cues, especially since most pop-ups load suddenly without any warning. Edwards et al. [2002] did not find a significant effect for duration length, and point to failure of length manipulation. Smaller pop-up ad sizes also halt primary browsing activity, but still allow consumers to access and encode retrieval cues, since some portions of the screen and web page are still perceptually available. Hence we expect larger pop-up ads will be perceived to be more intrusive and irritating compared to small pop-up ads. Edwards et al. [2002] suggest that strategies that minimize the interruption of viewers’ current activities like popunders and interstitials are less likely to meet with resistance and perceptions of intrusiveness. Smaller pop-ups may be better alternatives. Since feelings induced by ads moderate effect of brand-related thought on brand attitudes, we hypothesize,

\[ H6: \text{Brand attitude will be significantly more favorable for large banner ads compared to large pop-up ads in (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed conditions.} \]

4. Experimental Design and Method

The experimental design for the lab study had two between-subjects factors (two ad intrusiveness conditions; banner ad vs. pop-up ad and two ad size conditions; large vs. small) and one within-subjects factor (time of measurement). One hundred sixty three undergraduate senior students at a major Northeastern university taking computer-lab classes completed all three stages in our study for $10 cafeteria coupon. 57% (94) were male students, 57% (98) had access to their own computer at home, 63% (104) lived in rental apartments and about 71% (118) used the Internet daily. Their ages ranged from 18-29, with a mean age of 23.

4.1. Context Manipulation

To simulate a natural website browsing experience, ads were embedded in a modified version of the online student newspaper that served as the experimental context. We used the home page and embedded web pages with experimental ads and apartment rental listings within a 15-mile radius of the university to create a relevant context for students. Links to external web sites were removed and the web site was launched from an internal server in a computer lab to ensure page download times were same. The content was the same in all treatment conditions and adjusted to fit on the screen to eliminate the need to scroll and collect page view durations. Questionnaires administered at the beginning of the experiment or at the end to collect dependent measures were integrated into the web site.

Filler ads for ten fictitious sponsors were used to mimic ad clutter and cognitive busyness. Relatively large number of content pages (forty-five, thirty-three content pages and twelve target ad pages) and goal-directed focus were used to create a realistic web browsing experience. We induced goal-directed focus on media consumption by instructing subjects that the student newspaper was planning a major redesign of their site based on their feedback on three occasions during the semester. Similar manipulations were used in prior research [Danaher & Mullarkey 2003; Janiszewski 1998].

4.2. Selection of Ad Stimuli

Prior to development of experimental stimuli, a different set of 41 undergraduate students answered a questionnaire to measure their involvement with fifteen product categories, and relevance and likelihood of the product category being advertised with apartment listings [Rodgers 2004]. Credit card and car rental were chosen as product categories for ad stimuli because they were associated with above average and below average involvement respectively, but both were equally rated as relevant to be advertised with apartment listings.

Ads for two sponsors were used to examine generalizability with action-oriented goal (i.e., Apply for Victory Mastercard, low APR, www.victorymastercard.com) and communication-oriented goal (Supervalue Rental Car Agency, same low rate all week, www.supervaluerental.com). Since prior familiarity with the advertised brands could potentially confound our results [Dahlen 2001], we used fictitious brands for focal and filler ads. Banner and pop-up ads had the same copy and creative execution in all treatment conditions. There was a hyperlink “click here” on the lower right corner, an image on left edge, URL and the sponsor name in words. The pop-up ads had a “click
to close” hyperlink on the top right corner. The copy consisted of the goal statement in light yellow font on a light green background. Only one banner or pop up ad was displayed on any web page accessed, except target ad pages.

Respondents could click on banner or pop-ads to view target ad pages to ensure replication of actual web browsing and tracking of clickthroughs. We did not want to introduce demand effects by asking subjects to click on ads, so we advised them to click on any content or ad hyperlink content if they wanted more information. The content on the target ad pages was modified, brand names, URLs, goal statements in the banner or pop-up ad and toll-free numbers to get more information were now displayed. Please note that no additional information except the toll-free number was provided in the target ad since it may have an impact on brand attitude measured at the end of the experiment (and target ad processing is not under investigation).

4.3. Procedure

Data was collected in three stages. Every student was provided with a numeric code that they used to access questionnaires and web site in all three stages and receive course credit. We used the numeric code to track responses in the three stages and allocate subjects to experimental conditions. In the first stage, subjects answered an online questionnaire to measure involvement with several product categories. Demographic, Internet use information, attitudes toward web advertising and use of popular technologies (which included pop-up blocker, anti-spyware, DVRs and digital photo album) were collected, as were awareness and frequency of use of the student newspaper site.

A week later, the second stage was conducted in several forty-five minute sessions. Subjects were told to carefully browse through the web site for 15 minutes, imagine that they needed to find an apartment for the next academic year (these were students taking Summer classes) and answer questions at the end of the session. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions: ad format (banner vs. pop-up), and ad size (large vs. small) according to our experimental design. They were exposed to the experimental ad stimuli for one focal sponsor (counterbalanced) and filler ads at least three times during the session. After 15 minutes, subjects were taken to an online questionnaire to provide dependent and manipulation check measures. In the third stage, conducted seven days after the second stage, subjects reported delayed unabided recall, conditional post impression conversion intent, brand attitude and recognition measures in an online questionnaire. Participants were thanked, given $10 and debriefed before leaving.

4.4. Independent Measures

Ad exposure format: We manipulated ad exposure format conditions with the use of banner and pop-up ads for two fictitious sponsors (Supervalu Rental Car Agency and Victory Mastercard). Students in each condition were exposed to ad stimuli for only one focal sponsor and filler ads three times during the session. A questionnaire was used to assess perceived intrusiveness consisting of seven items: distracting, disturbing, forced, interfering, intrusive, and obtrusive [Li et al. 2001].

Size of ad: Size of banner and pop-up ads was manipulated as small (250×250 pixels) or large (550×480). The banner was placed on left center (top-bottom) of webpage and the pop-up ad opened at the same position. Measures of perceived size were collected for manipulation checks.

Measurement Delay: Immediate measures were collected at the end of the second stage. The seven-day delay following ad exposure for delayed measures is consistent with prior research [Chattopadhyay & Nedungadi 1992].

4.4.1. Covariates

Prior research has shown that product involvement can have an impact on information processing and perceived relevance of information in advertising [MacInnis et al. 1991]. We used a nine-item, nine-point Likert scale measure to measure product involvement [Zaichkowsky 1985]. The mean on the scale was 6.8 for apartments and 5.4 and 7.8 for car rentals and credit card respectively. This indicates subjects had above-average level of involvement with experimental context and credit card but below average level of involvement with car rentals. Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for the scale was 0.89, 0.91 and 0.93 for apartment listings, credit card and car rentals.

Overall attitude (5 –item, 5-point Likert scale) toward Web advertising and actual usage of ad avoidance software in Internet use will impact ad processing. We used a weighted index of ad avoidance technology usage (e.g., DVR, pop-up blocker and anti-spyware) and self-reported subjective measure of ad avoidance behavior while reading newspapers, magazines, TV and Web. These measures were collected in the first stage of the experiment.

4.5. Dependent Measures

Unaided recall and recognition: Recall was measured followed by recognition immediate after ad exposure (second stage) and after a delay (third stage). These dependent measures were calculated by considering each advertisement to have four elements: a brand name, ad claim, image used and a web address (or URL). Subjects scored 0.25 for each element correctly recollected or recognized. In the recall measure, subjects were asked to list all ad information they remember seeing. We measured subjects’ recognition memory by using sequential two-alternative forced choice tests of brand name, claim, image and URL.
**Attitude toward the target brand:** Brand attitude was assessed by 3 seven-point scales anchored by phrases “good-bad,” “like-dislike,” and “favorable-unfavorable.” The \( \alpha \) coefficient was 0.92 indicating a high degree of internal consistency. For the delayed condition, two scales were added to our original attitude measures to assure that attitude persistence was due to actual maintenance of attitude rather than memory for the earlier measure. In the session, prior to responding to the three “earlier” measures, subjects responded to two new statements on seven-point scales anchored by strongly agree and strongly disagree. The statements were “Victory (Supervalue) is a good credit card (rental car agency)” and “Victory (Supervalue) offers favorable interest (rental) rates.”

**Clickthroughs and Post Impression Conversions:** Immediate clickthroughs were collected from server clickstream and specified as proportion of subjects clicking on the ad to look at target ad page. Subjects also reported intention to click at the end of the second stage of experiment. Unlike actual commercial settings, (delayed) post-impression conversion measures cannot be reliably collected in experiments. In stage three, binary responses to the conditional (assuming a product-category need) recall of focal sponsor URL were collected. If correct focal sponsor URL to the question “please write brand names or sites URLs to visit if you need to apply for a credit card (rental car agency)” and “Victory (Supervalue) offers favorable interest (rental) rates.”

**Results and Discussion**

Chi-square tests revealed no significant differences in Internet use frequency, use of ad avoidance technologies and ownership of computer across cells. Preliminary analyses (Table 2) indicated mean recognition scores were significantly higher than recall scores in immediate \{(0.691, s.d. 0.21) vs. (0.397, s.d. 0.29), \( p<0.01 \)} and delayed conditions thus replicating earlier research [Moore & Hutchinson 1983]. Product involvement and web advertising attitude as covariates were insignificant \((p>0.05)\) in initial analyses, and dropped from further analyses.

We conducted a series of mixed-model ANCOVAs, with time as within-subjects factor to test our hypotheses. Initial 2×2×2 ANOVA analyses revealed no significant main or interaction effects of product type for each of the dependent variables. Consequently, we pooled data for the two products for the reminder of our analyses. Test results of equality of regression slopes across the independent variables revealed that ad avoidance technology usage can be used as a covariate but the variance explained in the dependent variables was low (i.e., below 3 percent).

Table 2: Communication outcomes: lab experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad size</th>
<th>Ad Format</th>
<th>Initial Recall</th>
<th>Delayed Recall</th>
<th>Initial Recognition</th>
<th>Delayed Recognition</th>
<th>Initial Attitude</th>
<th>Delayed Attitude</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Banner</td>
<td>0.46 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.73 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.21)</td>
<td>3.67 (1.36)</td>
<td>3.49 (0.79)</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Pop-up</td>
<td>0.51 (0.28)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.69 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.94 (1.04)</td>
<td>3.52 (1.29)</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Banner</td>
<td>0.26 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.21)</td>
<td>0.34 (0.19)</td>
<td>3.79 (1.03)</td>
<td>2.64 (1.9)</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>Pop-up</td>
<td>0.32 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.24 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.64 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.51 (0.21)</td>
<td>2.56 (0.94)</td>
<td>2.59 (1.1)</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Means and standard deviation by condition (N=166)

The main effect of ad exposure format was significant \((F(1, 164)= 21.87, p<0.05)\). Planned contrasts indicated that recall for pop-up ad is significantly higher than banner ad in immediate and delayed measurement condition \((F(1, 81) =17.86, p<0.05)\), thus \( H1a \) was supported. The main effect of ad size (\( H2a \) not supported) and other interactions (\( H3a, b \) not supported) were insignificant for recall.
Our analysis revealed a significant three-way interaction of ad size with time and ad format for recognition ($F(1, 162)=31.53$, $p<0.001$). It is critical to note that the two-way interaction of ad format and time achieved significance when ad size was small. This significant interaction indicates that, as predicted, that ad format had a significant impact on recognition endurance in small ad size condition ($F(1, 81)=37.13$, $p<0.01$). Further, simple main effects indicated that in small ad size condition, recognition for pop-up ad did not decay significantly over time ($F(1, 40)=1.09$, $p>0.1$), whereas use of a banner ad lead to a significant decay in recognition over time ($F(1, 41)=5.11$, $p=0.021$). Planned contrasts revealed that delayed recognition was significantly higher for pop ad than for banner ad ($F(1,81)=19.3$, $p<0.01$), which provides additional evidence of the greater recognition endurance due to pop-up ad ($H1b$ supported). None of the large ad size effects achieved significance. Thus ad format had no significant effect on recognition endurance under large ad size conditions ($F(1,81)=1.12$, $p>0.05$) ($H4a, b$ supported).

The three-way interaction of ad size with time and ad exposure format was significant for brand attitude ($F(1,162)=28.91$, $p<0.05$). The significant two-way interaction of ad format and time under large ad size condition ($F(1, 81)=25.61$, $p<0.05$) indicates that the negative impact of pop-ad use on brand attitude immediately after exposure ($H5a$ supported) does not decay with time ($F(1,41)=19.3$, $p=0.05$), $H5b$ is rejected. Simple main effects indicate that brand attitude with banner ad use was significantly higher than pop-up ad use when measured immediately after ad exposure and also after a delay ($F(1,81)=18.17$, $p<0.05$) in the large ad size condition ($H6a, b$ supported). In contrast, when ad sizes are small, immediate brand attitude for banner ad use was significantly higher than pop-up ad $F(1,81)=19.3$, $p<0.05$, however it was not significant in the delayed condition $F(1,81)=1.43$, $p>0.05$. These results indicate that ad format has a significant impact on attitude persistence for large ad sizes but not when ad sizes are small. The data offer support for sleeper effects when pop-up ads are small but not when they are large.

We found a significant main effect of ad format for post impression conversion ($\chi^2(1) =3.95$, $p<0.05$). Tests indicate that (delayed) post impression conversion intent was significantly higher for banner ads compared to pop-up ads ($0.2$ vs. $0.09$, $p<0.05$). However there were no significant differences between large and small ads ($p>0.05$), observed differences were probably due to random variances. Hence higher delayed recall of pop-up ads (as support for $H1a$ suggests) does not convert to higher (conditional) propensity to solicit information in delayed conditions. We found that immediate clickthrough rate for pop-up ads was insignificantly higher than banner ads ($0.18$ vs. $0.13$, $\chi^2(1)=0.62$, $p>0.05$) however clickthrough rate for large ads was significantly higher than small ads ($0.22$ vs. $0.08$, $\chi^2(1)=6.567$, $p<0.001$), replicating earlier research [Chandon et al. 2003].

Table 3: Summary of hypotheses and results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Supported</th>
<th>Rejected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$H1$: Pop-up ads will have significantly higher delayed (a.) recall and (b.) recognition measures than banner ads.</td>
<td>H1a and H1b</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H2$: Large ad sizes will have significantly higher delayed (a.) recall and (b.) recognition compared to small ad sizes.</td>
<td>H2b</td>
<td>H2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H3$: Large pop-up ads will have higher (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed recall scores compared to large banner ads.</td>
<td></td>
<td>H3a and H3b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H4$: Small pop-up ads will have higher (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed recall scores compared to small banner ads.</td>
<td></td>
<td>H4a and H4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H5$: Popup ads will be associated with (a.) lower brand attitude immediately after ad exposure and (b.) higher brand attitude after a delay compared to banner ads.</td>
<td></td>
<td>H5a and H5b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H6$: Brand attitude will be significantly more favorable for large banner ads compared to large pop-up ads in (a.) immediate and (b.) delayed conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td>H6a and H6b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Managerial Implications and Future Research

We examine the effect of ad exposure format and ad size on immediate and delayed memory-based communication (recall, recognition, brand attitude) and behavioral (clickthrough and post impression conversion) outcomes. Our experimental findings motivate the following theoretical and practical implications.

6.1. Use of Attention-Grabbing Intrusive Ad Formats

Online advertisers face a formidable challenge in generating memory for their brand even when using intrusive ad formats. We found recall scores to be significantly lower than recognition scores immediately after ad exposure indicating that most ads were processed preattentively (banner ads) or peripherally (pop-up ads). While pop-up ads
are more successful in grabbing attention, generating recall and clickthroughs compared to banner ads even when ad sizes are small, their associated negative affect leads to lower brand attitudes and tendency to avoid ads over time. Our results suggest that advertisers desiring an optimal combination of attention-getting benefits, brand attitude and clickthroughs should consider small pop-up ads. Communication measures for small pop-up ads are high and enduring, the negative impact on brand attitude relatively small and forgotten after a delay.

However, as newer browsers with automatic pop-up blockers become popular, intrusive pop-up ads may not be an option. As Rajagopalan and Deshmukh [2005] note that with rapid developments in technology, factors that are perceived as being important by online customers today may not be as critical in the future as consumers’ concerns shift over time. Yet, it is necessary to examine effects of intrusive exposure to establish boundary conditions and trade-offs to motivate development of innovative ad formats. Expandable banner ads, one such alternative, expand over the webpage when consumers move their mouse over them. The unanticipated expansion over the page (similar to pop-up) generates perception without the undesirable interruption of browsing activity to close, since it automatically collapses as the consumer (his eye gaze and mouse) resumes the browsing task. At the same time it increases the area covered on the screen (similar to large banner ads) At this time, use of expandables in controlled experiments is a challenge since it is difficult to ascertain if the banner expanded on the screen, otherwise its impact will be similar to regular banner ads for the original (unexpanded) size.

6.2. Implications for Print Ad Processing

The information processing perspective provides the research framework motivating research on consumer response to characteristics of print ads [Assael et al. 1967]. Both the hierarchical and divergent information processing models (similar to model of online ad processing adopted in this research) suggest that a consumer is exposed to an ad because of its size and location within a print vehicle. The effect of ad size in print medium has similar effects as we find in this research (H2 a,b) for voluntary Internet ads, i.e., a significant positive impact on delayed recognition but not recall measures immediately after ad exposure [Finn 1988]. Despite this similarity, there is an important point of difference between voluntary Internet-based ads and print ads. Internet ads integrate persuasion and purchase consideration whereas print ads do not allow their consumers to consummate purchase within the medium. Therefore, Internet ads may evoke more conative responses because they facilitates purchase without time delay or other constraints [Dijkstra et al.2005]. Hence we expect the effects found for Internet ads will be stronger than that for print ads. The impact of ad size on brand attitudes has not been studied for print ads, however research on sleeper effects and this research (H5b, H6b) would suggest a weaker but positive impact of ad size on brand attitudes for print ads. Since there are no print media equivalents of pop-ups, we cannot propose any inferences based on our findings for intrusive ad formats (i.e., H1, H3).

6.3. Use of Non-Intrusive Ad Formats

Gains in ad exposure outcomes due to non-intrusive ads arises primarily from large sizes. Large banner ads do not impact explicit memory or recall of advertised brand, yet large banner ads yield significantly superior and enduring brand attitude compared to small banners or pop-up ads and are better suited for long-term branding goals as results for post-impression conversions indicate. Sponsored content, text ads and advertisement as alternative ad formats should lead to more enduring communication outcomes because placement is contextual and ad information is elaborated extensively as part of media consumption [Rodgers 2004]. Use of multiple ad formats might also improve outcomes [Becker-Olsen 2003]. Consumer engagement with such advertising-centric content with added value and essentiality implies consumer willingness to process advertising information [Wang et al. 2005]. Contrasting effects might be found for some segments of consumers who suspect such attempts to be manipulations and unfair. It is however an important topic for future research.

This study has several limitations. In our lab experiment, we collected delay measures in the same computer lab a week after the second (immediate measure) stage. Examining delayed measures over time, and multiple intervals can yield a better understanding of nature of ad exposure decay. However subject attrition over multiple measurement episodes in a lab experiment is a challenge. The lab experiment allowed us to collect time duration between every click on web pages. We compared time taken to close a pop-up ad (and continue browsing) or click on it (to view advertiser target ad) after it launched on a page. The time taken to close or click on the small pop-up ad was significantly longer than that of large pop-up ad for both sponsors. We are not sure if the longer durations are because subjects could continue reading portions of the underlying page and did not need to close the pop-up immediately, or because they were concerned about skipping portions of the page since this was an experiment. Future efforts need to examine the impact of exposure duration under cognitive and physical avoidance since it has been shown to impact advertising processing outcomes [Danaher & Mullarkey 2003].
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